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                       INTRDUCTION TO ECONOMICS 

 

1.        The word economics is derived from ___________ words 

a) Latin, oikos and nomos   b) Greek, oikos and nomia 

c)French,oikos and nomos     d)English, oikos and nomia 

 

2. Who is known as the father of economics? 

 a)Alfred Marshall   b)Lionel Robbinson 

 c)Adam Smoth    d)Samuelson 

 

3. Human Wants are ______________ 

 a)Scare        b)  Unlimited      c)Restricted     d)None of these 

 

4. Unlimited ends Leads to ___________________ 

 a)Resources allocation  b)Alternative uses 

 c)Money only uses on Priority d)All of these 

 

5. Who expressed the view that economics is natural between ends ? 

 a)Robbins b)Marshall  c)Pigon  d)Adam Smith 

 

6. Lionel Robins Published his famous Book “ Nature of significan of Economics” 

 a)1935  b)1933   c)1931   d)1937 

 

7. Lionel Robbins gave the________________   definition of Economics 

 a)Scarcity b)Wealth  c)Welfare  d)growth 

 

8. Micro Economics  is also called_______________ 

 a)Price Theory    b)Income Theory c)Irrelevant Theory  d)Development Theory 

 

9. In Micro Economic we study about___________________ 

 a)Aggregate    b)National Income  c)Demand and Supply  d)All of thes 

 

10. Economics is_____________________ 

 a) A Science  b)An Art  c)Both (a) and (b)      d) Neither (a) nor (b) 
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 RATIO & PROPORTION 

 

1)  If A:B=5:7 and B:C=6:11,then A:B:C is: 

    1) 55:77:66       (b)30:42:77         (c)35:49:42          (d)None of these 

 

2) If A:B=1/2:3/8 ,B:C=1/3:5/9 and C:D=5/6:3/4,then the ratio 

A:B:C:D is: 

(a)4:6:8:10         (b)6:4:8:10           (c)6:8:9:10           (d)8:6:10:9 

 

3)  The ratio of 43.5:25 is same as : 

(a)2:1                   (b)4:1                      (c) 7:5                   (d)7:10 

 

4)  If 15% of x=20% of y, then x:y is:  

(a)3:4                   (b)4:3                     (c)17:16               (d)16:17 

5)  If  5x2-13xy+6y2 =0 then x:y is:  

(a)2:1 only        (b)3:5 only         (c)(5:3)or(1:2)     (d)(3:5)or(2:1) 

6)  Two numbers are in the ratio 1:2 .If 7 is added to both, their ratio changes to 

3:5.The greatest number is: 

(a)24        (b)26                   (c)28                       (d)32 

7) The ratio of three numbers is 3:4:7 and their product is  18144.The  numbers 

are: 

  (a)9,12,21           (b)15,20,25       (c)18,24,42          (d)None of this 

8)   Two whole number whose sum is 72 cannot be in the ratio  

      (a)5:7                   (b)3:5                  (c)3:4                    (d)4:5 

9)   In a ratio , which is equal to 3:4 ,if the antecedent is 12,then the   consequent is: 

(a)9                         (b)16                  (c)20                      (d)24 

10)  An amount of RS.2430/- is divide among A,BandC .Such that if  their shares be 

reduced by RS.5/-,Rs10/- and RS.15/- respectively ,the reminders shell be in the 

ratio of 3:4:5.Then B’s shares was 

  (a)RS.605/-            (b)RS.790/-    (c)RS.800/-         (d)RS.810/- 

 


